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“CHEMISE / 2”, 2020
Ink, sewing paper, envelope, booklet page,
crystal paper and wrapping paper, thread

39”x39”

“CHEMISE / 5”, 2020
Ink, sewing paper, envelopes, tissue paper

and wrapping paper, thread
39”x39”

The show is a set of six pieces, each one made

of a large paper folder onto which the artist

sew black and white prints from fragments of

clothes or other textile elements.

Olga Theuriet uses ordinary photo and printing

devices, and simple art material. Her work,

based on traditional gestures, develops an

ethymological kinship between text and textile.

She searches “how to sew folders not with no-

thing, but out of nothing.”

OLGA THEURIET

“CETTE CHEMISE” / Notes (excerpt)

January 14, 2020

Silently, a lot of things come to me about how to

prepare the gesture to be done, not yet performed.

It often makes me think of a piece of writing, as well

as of a dressing session in my mind. I naturally pro-

ceed in this work of paper folder like in making a

garment: thinking a lot of it before I cut the ele-

ments out, imagining the architecture and the as-

semblage. I would like to do six pieces larger that

the seventh piece, which means at first the same

size of 20”x25”, but finally wrapped into a large

paper of 39”x39”. Each piece would be a set of fol-

der + wrapping paper, with the folding marks of the

wrapping paper to be unfold, somehow like the

wings of a butterfly. Folder and wrapping paper

would hold together with a basted sewing that

would be the final gesture. I am thinking of the ges-

ture of throwing them half unfold onto swans.


